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INTRODUCTION

Recognizing the importance of sustainability in engineering education, 

we have developed a comprehensive set of resources and lectures, lab 

activities, shared design project ideas, and updated project evaluation 

rubrics. These tools are designed to seamlessly integrate sustainability 

principles into the FYEP curriculum. Our overarching goal is to foster 

increased awareness of sustainability among approximately 690 

students annually, promoting a shift in their perspective both within the 

field of engineering and in their daily lives. By targeting a 50% increase 

in faculty incorporating sustainability into FYEP, we aim to create a 

lasting impact, aligning with the Engineering One Planet (EOP) 

framework and emphasizing elements such as systems thinking, 

environmental impact assessment, and social responsibility.
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METHODS

❖ resources and lectures 

❖ lab activities 

❖ shared design project ideas 

❖ project evaluation rubrics
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PROGRESS

Student survey (IRB 11-0651)

EVALUATION & IMPACT

Posters from 39 design teams were evaluated for 

sustainability components 

The top 3 were selected for sustainability awards, 

and were awarded at the Design Expo
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Lecture Notes on the 

Engineering Design Process

NEW Sustainability Award at the 

Design Expo

42/83

Hydroponic Roof Tiles

Working to reduce carbon 

footprint both by reducing 

production and by CO2 

removal from the air

Braille Learning Device

Meeting a need of a 

vulnerable population

Included sustainable 

materials considerations

1 Sail Power

Reduction of CO2 

emissions in the maritime 

industry
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Faculty Involvement

Student Design Teams

Pre-existing course survey across all sections 

measured increase in student confidence related 

to sustainable engineering, higher in sections with 

explicit integration of EOP materials (Fig. at left)

New IRB approved Dec. 2023; future:

● faculty survey

● request students allow their final design 

report and ethics assignments to be explored

● students complete a design scenario and 

score responses with a sustainability rubric

Pre EOP (green)
Fall 2023 (blue)


